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Category Options for Side Heads Application 
ESP (Plant Name) ESP 

 
Assigned to a heading or sub-heading from the ESP. 

Departures from the DCD STD DEP X.Y.Z-# 
(Plant Name) DEP X.Y.Z-# 
 

Assigned to a departure from the DCD. The ‘STD DEP’ option is assigned to a departure 
that is identical for all parallel applicants. The other options are site-specific. Each 
departure is sequentially numbered based on the FSAR subsection (X.Y.Z) that contains 
the departure. Each subcategory of departure is numbered separately (i.e., a subsection 
could contain a DEP X.Y.Z-1 and GG DEP X.Y.Z-1). 

Information to address 
generic DCD COL Items 

STD COL # 
(Plant Name)  COL # 
 

Assigned to information that has been added to address a COL Item that is contained in 
the generic DCD. The ‘STD COL’ option is assigned to information that is identical for 
all parallel applicants. The other options are site-specific. The side head includes the 
COL Item number that was assigned by the DCD. 

Replacement of 
Conceptual Design 
Information 

STD CDI 
(Plant Name)  CDI 
 

Assigned to actual design information that replaces the generic DCD’s conceptual design 
information. The ‘STD CDI’ option is assigned to information that is identical for all 
parallel applicants. The other options are site-specific. The side head is not numbered. 

Information to address ESP 
COL Items 

(Plant Name)  ESP COL # 
 

Assigned to information that addresses an ESP’s FSER COL Item. The options are site-
specific. The side head for each response includes the COL Item number assigned by the 
FSER. 

Variances from the ESP (Plant Name)  VAR X.Y.Z-# 
 

Assigned to a variance from the ESP. Each variance is sequentially numbered based on 
the FSAR subsection (X.Y.Z) that includes the variance. 

Information to address ESP 
Permit Conditions 

(Plant Name)  PC # 
 

Assigned to information that has been added to address an ESP permit condition. The 
side head for each response includes the condition number assigned by the permit. 

Miscellaneous 
Supplemental Information 

STD SUP 
(Plant Name)  SUP 
 

Assigned to new information that does not fit into the other categories. The ‘STD SUP’ 
option is assigned to information that is identical for all parallel applicants. The other 
options are site-specific. The side head is not numbered. 

 
Notes:  
It is possible that the same information may be assigned more than one category. 
 
The method for presenting supplemental information that will be in tables and figures will be similar to the method described above.  




